The First World
Die erste Welt

review
This beautiful little book recalls an untroubled rural childhood in
Switzerland and takes the form of an elegy for the narrator’s mother.
Jürg Amann’s vividly evocative text forms a companion to an earlier
title in which he explores the darker side of growing up.
Three days before the narrator’s mother dies, he asks her what she
sees. ‘You playing,’ she replies. ‘You and your brother, in the garden,
in front of our house.’ He sees it too, the brothers playing in the gravel
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and in the meadow, under the plum tree and the greengage tree. And
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he hears her voice calling to them, after the ‘endless days,’ again and
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again. Those endless days become the substance of the novel.
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The endless days take in memories of church, of the circus with its
awful clowns, the fairground’s merry-go-rounds and shooting ranges,
and the holidays swimming in Lake Maggiore, when their father would
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wade in up to his waist, holding them by the hand, and then gradually
let go without their noticing. Creeping into these idyllic memories are
images of death: the runaway horse that careered down the hill and
died in a pool of its own blood while its owner looked on and wept; the
childhood pets devoured by cats; and the boy who drowned in the
well.
In the end we return to the narrator’s mother calling him and his
brother back to the house, before she too is called: out of her house
to her final home, to join her husband who is there already. Original
and touching, The First World would be a pleasure to translate – and
to read in translation.

press quotes

‘Sensitive, crystal clear and stylistically brilliant.’
– Guy Lang, Sonntagszeitung
‘This text, more a narration than a novel, is, in a quiet
way, a very endearing book.’
– Beatrice Eichmann-Leutenegger, NZZ
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